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Designed for those who always look to the future without ever renouncing 
tradition, Faema’s new machine, President, revisits the iconic models of the 
’60s offering cutting-edge technology. 

It is a machine in which the past and future coexist. The result is a 
sophisticated product that is not only capable of enhancing the space thanks 
to its restyled design, but also distinguishes itself in terms of quality and 
innovative features.

New President: 
the return of an icon.

倝妴ㄳ㉰劼“President”桬罏㔐䔱
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It is not easy to choose the machine with the most suitable thermal system 
for your needs. This is why the new Faema President offers two systems: 
a traditional thermosiphonic version that guarantees the thermal regulation 
of each individual group head, and a GTi version with heat-controlled, 
independent groups capable of managing and respecting suitable 
temperatures and infusion times for every type of coffee.

Both versions are ideal to ensure high thermal stability while simultaneously 
enhancing the sensory profile of each cup of coffee.

One machine,
two thermal systems.

♧〵劼㐼⚙⚡掚⸂禹絡
鷥䭊♧⚡忘駈䨾涸掚禹絡劼㐼䎇♶㺂僒կ鵯㽠僽⚹➊⛎倝涸'BFNB�
President䲿⣘⚙⚡掚⸂禹絡涸⾲㔔�� ♧⚡僽⠛絡涸掚赙エ禹絡〳 ⟄烁⥂嫦鴝Ȿ岙㣢涸掚䏞靈蒜〥♧⚡僽GTi禹絡㸐Ⱘ剣掚䱽ⵖ嫦絆Ȿ岙㣢鿪腊㢿盗椚ㄤ䱽ⵖ⟣⡦ㄳ㉰涸庛䏞䎇⥂霆ㄳ㉰涸庛䏞ㄤ嵵岙傞ꢂ珘㹁կ鵯⚙⚡禹絡鿪僽ꬋ䌢㸤繠涸鿪腊㖈⥂䭯ㄳ㉰庛䏞涸䞔ⲃ♴ず傞䲿넞ㄳ㉰涸侮⡤繠錜䏞կ
.
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President’s double functionality is also fully expressed in its design, which 
features minimal, essential forms and an industrial, elegant style.

Vintage and modern styles continue to coexist, both in the thermosiphonic 
version, where steel and black matt dominate, and in the Gti version, where 
satin and chrome-plated steel alternate with a pewter finish with wooden 
details. 

A design
with a timeless style.

宕䛎霃雦կ
President涸ꅾ䚍腊⛲㖈Ⱖ霃雦⚥⯎ⴔ⡤梡ⴀ勻霃雦㼭䊫皍紨굥呔䊨蒌⠏꧈կ㢕〢ㄤ梡➿굥呔䭯絯Ⱏ㶸掚赙エ禹絡⚺銳ꅷ欽♶Ꝑꛩㄤㆌ⯕랱湱絕ざ涸霃雦罜Gti禹絡⚺銳ꅷ欽⟄綐ㄤꞈꜴꛩ❜剏涸涯蒀匣♸ꝩ加絕ざ涸霃雦կ
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Design and style make the new President a truly unique machine. However, 
it is made even more exclusive by the endless customization options.

While in the thermosiphonic version lies the possibility to customize the base 
and entire bodywork of the machine thanks to the easy-to-remove system, 
the GTi version allows the rear panel to be personalized. By playing around 
with countless types of material and graphic designs, you can give your 
machine a one-of-a-kind appearance.

One machine,
infinite personalities.

偽ꣳ⚡䚍կ
⚡䚍霃雦ㄤ杝暵굥呔⢪倝妴ㄳ㉰劼“President”膴곽罜ⴀ搬罜Ⱖ偽瑗㹁ⵖ鷥고⢪㸐刿Ⱘ剣杝暵䚍կ赡搬㖈掚赙エ禹絡⚥歋✵Ⱖ〳䬒⽸涸禹絡欽䨪〳⟄㹁ⵖ䏀䏠ㄤ劼魧կ㼆✵
GTi禹絡欽䨪〳⟄鸑鵂♶ず涸勞俱ㄤ㕃䕎㹁ⵖた匣⚹䝠涸ㄳ㉰劼䩧鸣♧⚡溫姻⾲ㄤ杝暵涸굥呔կ
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Care and passion for details. The new Faema President embodies this 
approach, which is not only designed to fit the style of every bar, but to meet 
the needs of every barista. For this reason, we’ve adjusted the display to 
better serve the water and steam area.

The ergonomic filter holders, adjustable-height basin, touch screen, or 
three-button settings all customizable by group, are just a few of the new 
President’s special features designed to simplify the work of the coffee 
specialist and improve their performance.

Because ergonomics
is performance. 

㔔⚹➃⡤䊨玐㷖㽠僽䚍腊կ
Ⱒ岤䎇䪄满✵絈蒜倝妴Faema President㽠⡤梡✫鵯♧椚䙁㸐♶➑鷓ざ嫦⚡ㄳ㉰ゅ涸霃雦굥呔⛲腊忘駈嫦⡙ㄳ㉰䋗涸宠կⴀ✵鵯⚡⾲㔔䧮⟌靈侮✫儑爙㐼⡙縨⟄刿㥩㖑佖㊤宐ㄤ襒导⼓㚖梠㞯կ痗ざ➃⡤䊨㷖涸鵂応卹ծ〳 靈蒜넞䏞涸渜ㄤ〳䭽絆荈㹁⛐涸♲⚡䭽꛵涸霃縨䧴鍘䷫㾓〫 僽鵯妴1SFTJEFOUㄳ㉰劼涸鿈ⴔ暵蒀Ⱖ霃雦湡涸僽皍⻊ㄳ㉰⚁㹻涸䊨⡲䲿⼮➭⟌涸絑낉ㄤ䪮腊կ
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TECHNICAL DATA /�䪮助侨
Features暵䖄
Steam wands襒导ⴀ〡
Hot water wands and selections 掚宐ⴀ〡ㄤ鷥䭊㐼
Boiler capacity (litres)ꝍ拝㺂ꆀ⼮
Indipendent coffee boilers杝用䒭ㄳ㉰㡵
Capacity of each indipendent cofee boiler (litres)嫦⚡杝用䒭ㄳ㉰㡵㺂ꆀ⼮
Smart Boiler兰腊ꝍ拝
Boiler insulationꝍ拝ꥬ掚㽻
Green Machine

Electrical cup warmer歏军匉劼
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TECHNICAL DATA / 䪮助侨

The manufacturer reserves the right to modify the appliances presented in this pubblication without notice.
The manufacturer reserves the right to modify the appliances presented in this pubblication without notice.

Specifications䪮助侨
Width x Depth x Height (mm)㺈�Y�帿�Y�넞 (mm)

Weight (Kg)ꅾꆀ�(Kg)

Supply power  ⣘歏歏彂

Faema President is available in both touchscreen and physical buttons versions. Faema President is available in both touchscreen and physical buttons versions.

1260 x 630 x 505

113

7500 - 8800

820 x 630 x 505

77

6200 - 7400

1040 x 630 x 505

90

7500 - 8800

A/4A/3A/2

220-240V~
220-240V3~ 50/60Hz (W)
380-415V3N~
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